
Aerospace Engineering 533    
Combustion Processes   Fall 2018 

 
 
Instructor:  J. F. Driscoll 
Class time: Tues & Thurs 10:30 to 12:00 noon in 1008 FXB 
Office hours:  Tues & Wed     1:30 to 3:00 pm      in 3004 FXB   jamesfd@umich.edu 
Textbook:  Kuo, K., Principles of Combustion, Second Edition, Wiley Pub. 
References: Turns, S.R., An Introduction to Combustion 

Glassman, I., Combustion,   and Williams, F.A., Combustion Theory 
 
Grading:  Two exams, no final 65% 
                Homework problems   35%: put in Driscoll’s mailbox by 5 pm on Thursdays  
              
Week Week of  Topic   Reading: Chapters in Kuo’s text 
 
1 Sept 3 Fuels, Alternate Fuels, Gas properties handouts  
2 Sept 10 Equilibrium Chemistry, Flame Temp Chpt 1   
3 Sept 17 Dissociation, frozen flow  
4 Sept 24 Chemkin code    handouts   
5 Oct 1 Hugoniot Relation, Detonations  4.1-4.5 
    
6 Oct 8 Chemical Kinetics – Arrhenius relation 2.1-2.8   
7 Oct 15 Hydrocarbon kinetics   2.14-2.17 
8 Oct 22 NOx, CO pollutant kinetics      
9 Oct 29 Laminar Premixed Flames  Chpts 3, 5  
 
 Oct 30 EXAM #1       in-class, open notes, covers weeks 1-7 
 
10 Nov 5 Laminar Premixed Flames:  Chpts 3, 5  
   Flame speed, effect of pressure   
11 Nov 12 Laminar Jet Nonpremixed Flames 6.1-6.4   
12 Nov 19 Mixture fraction theory 
      
13 Nov 26 Applications    
14 Dec 3 Applications     handouts 
 Dec 6 EXAM #2 in-class, open notes, covers weeks 8-13 
No final exam will be given. 
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Handout #1         Properties of Fuels and Gas Mixtures 
       AE 533 Combustion Processes   

 
1.  Why study combustion ? 
 
After you take your thermodynamics or propulsion classes, you may think that you know 
most of what you need to design an engine.   
 

1 kg/s

44,000 kJ/kg fuel
0.1 kg fuel/kg total
Q = 4,400 kJ/s

Gas turbine or rocket =
Brayton cycle = constant 
pressure heat addition1 kg/s

44,000 kJ/kg fuel
0.1 kg fuel/kg total
Q = 4,400 kJ/s

Gas turbine or rocket =
Brayton cycle = constant 
pressure heat addition

 
We know that >98% of the fuel burns in an engine combustor, so we do not need to study 
combustion to know how much heat is added, or what the final gas temperature will be. 
We need to study combustion to understand: 
 
(a) Rate of combustion  tells us where the flame is located, how far the flame is from 

the walls, the heat release distribution in space, engine knock, 
liner lifetime, scramjet coolant required, time required for 
flame or detonation wave to propagate across a chamber 

(b) Size of combustor  need to predict flame length, avoid heat release in turbine  
(c) Uniformity  of the heat release – avoid hot spots, good pattern factor 
(d) Blowout due to high velocity during a dive, or due to high altitude – 

puts a ceiling on operation, low pressure = slow chemistry 
(e) Reduce pollutants   ICAO international standards, FAA U.S. compliance with NOx 

 (typ. 50 g NO/kN thrust), CO and soot  (Concorde too dirty)  
(f) Alternate fuels  ethanol from corn, methanol from coal, can be done today  

 Fischer-Tropsch synthetic liquid diesel or aviation fuel from 
 coal or natural gas natural gas (CH4), used during WWII  

hydrogen for buses (today), for aircraft (need cryotanks)  
 Can we predict combustion properties of alternate fuels ? 

(g) Specialty fuels  JP-7 (Blackbird fuel),  JP-10 (cruise missile/scramjet fuel)   
new rocket propellants: boron, silane (SiH4), “smokeless” 
aluminum-ammonium perchlorate 

 
2. Common fuels 

(a) Parafins (CnH2n+2) 
Methane (CH4) – a gas at STP, the major component of “natural gas”, also distilled 

from crude oil, seeps into mine shafts to cause explosions, the gas that we cook 
with, not very portable, used in cars – stored as a gas in high pressure tanks, used 
in rockets –stored as a liquid in cryogenically cooled tanks. 

Propane (C3H8) a gas at STP, used in barbeque grills, stored as a liquid at 40 psi in 
tanks;  called LPG = liquid petroleum gas, used in propane cutting torches, used 
in cars - stored as a liquid in 40 psi tanks 

jamesfd
Text Box
Topics   Read Kuo Chapter 1 Fuels, Alternate Fuels, Gas properties handoutsEquilibrium Chemistry, Flame Temp
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Butane (C4H10) a liquid at STP, used in cigarette lighters 
Octane (C8H18) a liquid at STP, the primary ingredient in gasoline, low vapor 

pressure, evaporates away in an unconfined area, does not “knock” so want a high 
octane rating to prevent knocking 

Dodecane (C12H26) the primary ingredient in diesel fuel, liquid, not very volatile, 
knocks easily so it is best for diesel engines that have no spark so they always 
knock, viscous when cold, very sooty 

 
(b) Alcohols (something + OH) 
Ethanol (ethyl alcohol = C2H5+OH)  - liquid we can drink, made from corn, grain, 

added to gasoline 
Methanol (methyl alcohol = CH3-OH) – poisonous but works well in cars, can be 

made from coal – a synfuel 
 
(c)  Kerosenes -C10H20 (Kuo p112)-  volatile (easy to form spray), not very viscous 
Jet-A :   standard commercial aviation fuel =  kerosene + lubricants, corrosion and 

        icing inhibitors, has an anti-static additive since it builds up static electricity 
        when flowing through pipes, similar to JP-8 

JP-4   :  military fuel used by USAF prior to 1996, replaced with the less flammable,  
              less hazardous JP-8  
JP-5  :   used now by the NAVY, their version of JP-8 
JP-7   :  used by USAF supersonic aircraft because of its high flashpoint and thermal  
         stability. Used in Pratt & Whitney J58 turbojet engines, used in the Lockheed 
              SR-71 Blackbird. The very low volatility and relative unwillingness of JP-7 
              to be ignited required triethylborane to be injected into the engine in order to 
              light it up, and to light up the afterburner in flight. An endothermic fuel –  
         excellent for cooling the walls, degrades into ethylene 
JP-8   :   main fuel of the USAF, less flammable, less hazardous than JP-4 
JP-10 :   “missile fuel” - USAF fuel used in cruise missiles, pulse detonation engines 

        and scramjets, an endothermic fuel excellent for cooling the walls 
(see: J. PROPULSION AND POWER Vol. 19, No. 6, 2003 “Liquid Fuels and 
Propellants for Aerospace Propulsion: 1903–2003” by Tim Edwards USAF Research 
Laboratory,Wright–Patterson AFB Base)  

 
(d) Other fuels 
Acetylene (C2H2), liquid used in acetylyene-oxygen torches, very hot flames, sooty 
Hydrogen – H2, normally obtained from crude oil but can be electrolyzed from water, 

very clean, not a greenhouse gas, used in main propulsion system of space shuttle 
and upper stages of other rockets, used on some buses, requires large tank to be 
stored as a gas at room temperature, or as a liquid if cryogenically cooled 

Hydrazene (N2H4) – liquid monopropellant used in rockets, carcinogenic 
Nitromethane (CH3NO2) – liquid rocket propellant 
Ammonium perchlorate (NH4ClO4) – solid rocket propellant 
Aluminum, Boron, Magnesium, Carbon – solid metal fuels used in rockets 
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Ideal Gases 
 
A. Ideal Gas Law:    p = ρ R T 
 

R = gas constant for a specific gas = 287.0 (N/m2) / ((kg/m3)K) for air 
Ru= universal gas constant =    8.314 N m / (mole K) 

 
R =  Ru / MW  

 
MW   = molecular weight of gas  =  29.0 g/mol for air 

 
ex.: for air at STP (standard temperature and pressure) the ideal gas law is:  

 
(1.01325 x 105 N/m2)  =  (1.18 kg/m3)  (287.0 N/m3) (298.15 K)  

 
     E = kJoules,         e = kJoules/kg,       e   = kJoules/kmole  

 
Internal energy     E2 – E1  = m ∫ cv dT,       e2 – e1  = ∫ cv dT,     e 2 – e 1  = ∫  c v dT 
 
Enthalpy       H2 – H1  = m ∫  cp dT      h2 – h1  = ∫ cp dT       h2 – h1  = ∫ c p dT 
 
For a calorically perfect ideal gas (cp = constant) then the entropy is   
     S2 – S1  = m [cp ln (T2/T1)  - R ln (p2/p1)] ,   s2 – s1  =  cp ln (T2/T1)  - R ln (p2/p1) 
    

          m = mass of gas  s 2 – s 1  = c p ln (T2/T1)  - R ln (p2/p1) 
For air at STP cp  = 1.0035 kJ /(kg K)   c p  =  29.10 kJ /(kmol K)     =  cp  MW        

cv    = 0.7165 kJ /(kg K)       c v  =  20.78 kJ /(kmol K)     =   cv  MW  
R   = 0.2870 kJ /(kg K) uR  =    8.31 kJ /(kmol K)     =  Ru  MW  
 

  
English units: To convert anything to English units all you need is: 

1 slug  = 32.2 lbm  1 slug = a mass that weighs 32.2 lbf  
1 lbf    = 1 slug ft/s2  1 lbm = a mass that weighs 1 lbf 
1 lbf    = 32.2 lbm ft/s2 1 lbf   = 4.448 N 

 1 N      = 1 kg m/s2  1 kg   = 2.206 lbm 
 
“You can always multiply by one”;  and  
“Remember to write down the units and cancel them out”.  For example:  
 

27 lbm is equal to 27 lbm (1 slug/32.2 lbm)  = 0.838 slug 
 

10 N is equal to 10 N (1 lbf / 4.448 N)  = 2.248 lbf 
 
“my dog SLUG” = a way to remember that a slug is a mass that weights 32.2 lbf 
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Gas Mixtures 
 
(a) Density   -  of a gas mixture (see Kuo’s textbook, page 8) 
 

Since  p = ρ R T       and R = gas constant for the mixture = Ru / MW  
 

Therefore the density of a mixture is:       MW
TR

p
u

=ρ  

 

Where the molecular weight of a mixture is:   i

n

i
MWXMW

1
i∑

=

=  

 
Xi = mole fraction of i-th species,  Yi is mass fraction of i-th species, related by: 
 

   
MW
MWXY i

ii =     and      
)/MW(Y

MW/Y
X

j

n
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j

ii
i

∑
=

=   

Ex.: natural gas is 85% methane (CH4) and 15% ethane (C2H6) by volume.  What is the 
density of the gas mixture at 1 atm, 25oC ? 
 
XCH4 = 0.85,  XC2H6 = 0.15,  MWCH4 = 16, MWC2H6 = 30, so MW  = 18.1 g/mol 
 

MW
TR

p
u

=ρ   =  1.013 105 N/m2 (18.1 g/mol) / [ 8.314 N m / (mole K)   298]    

     = 740 g/m3  = 0.74 kg/m3 
 

(b) Concentration (C) of the entire mixture (moles/cc)  
 

C  =  n /V  = p / (Ru T) 
 

Concentration Ci of the i-th species:  
 

Ci  = ni / V =  (Xi  p) / (Ru T)      used often in chemical kinetics 
 

(c) Enthalpy of a mixture: H = enthalpy (kJ), h = enthalpy/mole, hi = enthalpy /mass 
 

                i

n

1i
ii

n

1i
i hYhXH ∑∑

==

==   

 
(d) Viscosity or diffusion coefficient of a mixture: see handout or use formulas in 

The Properties of Gases and Liquids, Robert C. Reid, J. Prausnitz, B. Poling, McGraw Hill 
Transport Phenomena, R. Bird, W. Stewart, E. Lightfoot, Wiley Pub. 
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Alternate (Fischer Tropsch) aviation fuel from natural gas (or coal) 
 

In 2006 the Air Force will fly a B-52 that is powered by an alternate (synthetic Fischer-Tropsch 
FT) liquid kerosene fuel derived from natural gas (mixed in with standard JP-8).  See:  
http://www.af.mil/news/story.asp?storyID=123020290  This FT fuel also can be produced from coal, and 
the USA has abundant coal and natural gas reserves.  The Fischer-Tropsch process was developed by the 
Germans to produce synthetic diesel fuel during World War II. Germany's yearly production was 124,000 
barrels per day from 25 plants in 1944.  
 

Today Sasol Chevron produces liquid synthetic diesel fuel from natural gas and coal (see 
http://www.sasolchevron.com/technology.htm). The three main processing steps are: 

 
Reforming - of Natural Gas or Coal into Syngas (H2 and CO) by: 

  CH4 + ½ O2   2 H2 + CO and by: 
  CH4 + H2O (steam)  CO + 3 H2 

Fischer-Tropsch Conversion of Syngas to simple hydrocarbons by: 
 CO + 2H2 + cobalt catalyst    CH2 + H2O  

The gases bubble through the catalyst particles 
  Product Upgrading  12 CH2  C12H24  (kersosene, H/C= 2, MW = 168) 
 
Cost and environmental concerns. While synthetic FT fuels reduce the dependency on foreign oil, they are 
expensive and add significant CO2 greenhouse gas to the atmosphere during their production.  Carbon 
sequestration is being considered (dissolving the CO2 into ocean water or feeding it to plants to create 
oxygen). The fuel must pass severe tests after additives are added:  altitude relight, cold start, proper 
atomization/volatility, avoid coking (gummy deposits) at high temperatures, low emissions, non-corrosive, 
proper viscosity for pumping, not too flammable if spilled in an accident, low sulfur, stable when stored for 
long times, have similar energy content as Jet-A.  Things look promising but the price is high.  

Ethanol: has only 60% of the energy content as Jet-A; Boeing calculates that an ethanol airplane requires 
50% larger engines, 25% larger wings than Jet-A (see http://www.trbav030.org/pdf2006/265_Dagget.pdf). 

 

 

 
Density 
(kg m-3) 

Specific 
Energy  
MJ kg-1) 

Energy 
Density 
(103 MJ m-3) 

Kerosene (typical) 783 43.2 33.8 
Ethanol 785 21.8 17.1 
Methanol 786 19.6 15.4 
Methane (liquid) 421 50.0 21.0 
Hydrogen (liquid) 70 119.7 8.4 
 

Hydrogen: 2.6 times more energy per unit weight than Jet-A (heating value of 119,000 kJ/kg vs. 45,000 
kJ/kg) but much larger diameter aircraft fuselage needed to hold the cryogenically-cooled fuel tanks.  More 
drag.  Compared to Jet-A, an airplane fueled by hydrogen  needs 25% smaller engines, uses 28% less 
energy than Jet-A, according to Boeing.  Very clean burning – produces no CO2 greenhouse gas.  A better 
fuel than Jet-A but very dangerous during an accident or during normal fueling. Safety issues. 
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New, clean gas turbine engine combustors 
 

                           

First generation
gas turbine combustor
Single annular
combustor (SAC)
Nonpremixed, fuel
injected at one radial
Location (F)

F

Second generation:
Dual annular
Combustor (DAC)
Nonpremixed, 
Fuel injected at two 
Radial locations: 
inner = Pilot fuel, 
outer = MAIN fuel

F
F

Third generation: operate DAC nonpremixed but overall lean
Fourth generation = TAPS
TAPS – twin annular premixed swirler - will be

used on GE-90 and GE CFM engines to 
achieve reduced NOx levels of 20 g/kN

Looks like the DAC – has dual annular fuel injectors
each injector has an inner pilot (nonpremixed)
and outer MAIN fuel injector (premixed).
MAIN fuel is injected several cm upstream as
a jet in a crossflow – to premix fuel and air

First generation
gas turbine combustor
Single annular
combustor (SAC)
Nonpremixed, fuel
injected at one radial
Location (F)

F

First generation
gas turbine combustor
Single annular
combustor (SAC)
Nonpremixed, fuel
injected at one radial
Location (F)

F

Second generation:
Dual annular
Combustor (DAC)
Nonpremixed, 
Fuel injected at two 
Radial locations: 
inner = Pilot fuel, 
outer = MAIN fuel

F
F

Second generation:
Dual annular
Combustor (DAC)
Nonpremixed, 
Fuel injected at two 
Radial locations: 
inner = Pilot fuel, 
outer = MAIN fuel

F
F

Third generation: operate DAC nonpremixed but overall lean
Fourth generation = TAPS
TAPS – twin annular premixed swirler - will be

used on GE-90 and GE CFM engines to 
achieve reduced NOx levels of 20 g/kN

Looks like the DAC – has dual annular fuel injectors
each injector has an inner pilot (nonpremixed)
and outer MAIN fuel injector (premixed).
MAIN fuel is injected several cm upstream as
a jet in a crossflow – to premix fuel and air  

 
Ref: AIAA Paper 2003-2657  “TAPS –A 4th Generation Propulsion Combustor 
Technology for Low Emissions” Hukam C. Mongia,  GE Aircraft Engines, Cincinnati  
 
 
To access journal papers from a university computer, do a search on Web of Science: 
http://portal.isiknowledge.com/portal.cgi/portal.cgi?Init=Yes&SID=C15Bd@Ac9kOdHp
eC4iO 
then to download the paper, go to: http:// www.lib.umich.edu/  select electronic journals 
 
or for AIAA conference papersgo to: http://www.lib.umich.edu/  select electronic 
journals and type in AIAA papers 
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Is ammonium perchlorate (NH4ClO4) a fuel or an oxidizer ? 
 
 
Fuel = compound with a negative saturated valence 
Oxidizer = compound with an positive saturated valence 
Saturated valence of a compound is the sum of the saturated valences of each atom 
Valence electrons:  electrons in the outer shell 
 
Hydrogen has one valence electron, it has a saturated valence of -1 
Chlorine has 17 electrons, 7 in its outer shell, so it needs one electron to complete its 
shell and have 8 electrons, so its saturated valence is +1 
 
Saturated valence = number of electrons that a molecule or atom will “gain” if it forms a 
covalent bond with another atom or molecule 
Hydrogen loses one electron, so its net gain is -1 
Chlorine gains one electron, so its net gain is +1 
 
 
 
Fuel   Saturated       Oxidizer Saturated  Inert Saturated 
Like    Valence        Like Valence   Valence 
 
H -1   O +2   He 0 
Li -1   F +1   Ne 0 
Be -2   S +2   N 0 (usually)  
B -3   Cl +1   Ar 0 
C -4   N + (in some cases, if 
Na -1       double or triple covalent 
Mg -2       bonds form) 
Al -3   Br +1 
Si -4   I +1 
K -1 
 
Ex. Hydrogen peroxide H2O2  contains both fuel-like and oxidizer-like atoms.  Is this 
compound a fuel or an oxidizer ?    Its saturated valence is  2(-1) + 2(+2) = +2  (oxidizer). 
 
Radical:  an atom or molecule that does not have a completed outer shell – it does not 
have 2 or 8 electrons in its outer shell.  Ex.:  the H atom is a radical because it has only 
one electron it its outer shell.  It is very reactive and has a short lifetime.  Radicals give 
off the colors that are observed in flames: 
Violet color & UV  = OH radicals – hydrogen Bunsen flames 
Blue color (431 nm)  = CH radicals – methane Bunsen flames 
Green color (516 nm) = C2 radicals  –  propane Bunsen flames 
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Droplet evaporation and combustion theory  (simplified version) 
 
 

(For exact theory see Kuo, K., Principles of Combustion) 
 

Consider a single drop of Jet-A fuel surrounded by hot air issued from the compressor 
 
  

 
 
 
 rs = drop radius,   rf = flame radius 
 
 TB = boiling temperature of Jet-A = 169o C  = 442 K 
 
 Tf = adiabatic flame temperature  = 2200 K 
 
 Too = surrounding air temperature from compressor = 650 K 
 
 λg  = fuel vapor (gas) thermal conductivity 
 
 Δhv = heat of vaporization of Jet-A fuel  = 2,200 kJ/kg 
 
 𝑚!"#$ = mass/sec of fuel evaporated 
 
Kuo’s text explains that the First Law of Thermodynamics at the drop surface is: 
 
 

 𝜆!           
!"
!" !!!!

    (4  𝜋  𝑟!!)   =            𝑚!"#$      Δℎ! 

 
 kJ/sec heat conducted from hot gas mass/sec liquid  heat of evaporation 
 near drop into liquid drop  fuel evaporating           kJ/kg 
      (solve for this) 
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Assume a linear temperature profile near drop, so that  
 

!"
!" !!!!

  =      !!  !!!
!!  !  !!

  

 
Define   ΔTc  = Tf - Too    so   Tf   =  ΔTc + Too     
 
Assume that:  rf = 2 rs    so that  rf  - rs  =  rs    
 

Then                    
!"
!" !!!!

  =     !!!  !  !!!  !  !!
  !!

 

 
Insert into equation on last page and solve to get 
 

    𝑚!"#$  = (λg/cp)  (4 π rs) B 
 

where      𝐵       =      !!     !!!  !  !!!  !  !!
  !!!

 
 
Now apply conservation of mass to the droplet, which has a mass M:  
 
     𝑚!"#$   =   

!  !"
!"

  =   −      !
!"
   𝜌!   

!
!
    𝜋    𝑟!!     =   −𝜌!   

!
!
    𝜋    3  𝑟!!   

!!!
!"
       

 
 
Combine this with the previous two equations to get: 
 
 (λg/cp)  (4 π rs)  B   =  −𝜌!   

!
!
    𝜋    3  𝑟!!   

!!!
!"
      

 
Now multiply by dt, divide by rs to separate variables, then integrate from  

time t = 0  to t = tevap    and  from rs = d0 /2 to rs = 0,   where: 
 
d0  = initial drop diameter        and the result is: 
 

************************************************************* 
 

evaporation time  =  𝑡!"#$   =       
!!!

!
       called the d-squared law, where 

 
 

       𝛽 =        !  !!  !
!!  !!

         and          𝐵       =      !!     !!!  !  !!!  !  !!
  !!!

 
 

     evaporation coefficient   “B-number” 
 
******************************************************************* 
















































